Ray-based Exploration of Large Time-varying Volume Data Using Per-ray Proxy Distributions.
Analyzing and visualizing data created from simulations on modern supercomputers is a daunting challenge due to the fast pace of the growth of modern supercomputers which allow scientists generating datasets with very high spatial and temporal resolution. The limited bandwidth and capacity of networking and storage devices that connect supercomputers to analysis machines becomes the major bottleneck of the data analysis. Simply moving whole dataset from the supercomputer to data analysis machine is infeasible. A common approach to visualize high temporal resolution datasets from simulations with smaller I/O requirement is to reduce the sampling rate in temporal domain while keeping the original spatial resolution. The key drawback is that scientists lose track of the evolution of features between the two sampled time steps. We present a novel ray-based representation to recover the volume evolution between sampled time steps by storing ray based histograms and depth information. We mix the basic interpolation approximation, ray histograms and depth information to generate images at any time steps while allowing transfer function exploration. The representation is compact by encoding the similar ray histograms and depth information into codebooks. We show that our approach is able to show proper feature evolution in time varying datasets.